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ETHICAL ADVOCACY FOR IMMIGRANT SURVIVORS OF FAMILY CRISIS

Theo Liebmann

The involvement of family courts in the lives of youth and families creates significant opportunities for advocates to assist their clients with immigration-related issues. Informed and effective advocacy on these issues in family court can make life-changing, and even life-saving, differences for immigrants. More specifically, immigration issues are germane to family court because certain vital avenues of immigration relief available to survivors of abuse, neglect, abandonment, and other forms of family crisis explicitly depend on findings, orders, and certifications that are issued in the context of family court proceedings. After describing these forms of relief, and the family court’s role in immigrants’ access to them, this essay analyzes how ethical mandates related to client counseling, representational goals, and competence affirmatively require family court practitioners to provide advice and advocacy related to these collateral benefits to family court proceedings.

Key Points for Family Court Community:

• The involvement of family courts in the lives of youth and families creates significant opportunities for advocates to assist their clients with immigration-related issues
• Certain vital avenues of immigration relief available to survivors of abuse, neglect, abandonment, and other forms of family crisis explicitly depend on findings, orders, and certifications that are issued in the context of family court proceedings
• The substance of immigration-related findings in family court, and their ultimate affect on family stability, are consistent with the core family court goal of supporting safety, well-being, and permanency for children and families
• Ethical mandates related to client counseling, representational goals, and competence affirmatively require family court practitioners to provide advice and advocacy related to these collateral benefits to family court proceedings
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I. INTRODUCTION

Immigration laws and family court proceedings are intertwined in complex and significant ways. Most often, their interaction has led to harsh outcomes for immigrant families, including a growing number of deportations which separate families and lead to permanent terminations of parental rights; the placement of thousands of children in foster care because their parents have been detained by federal immigration authorities; and the heightened risk faced by immigrant survivors of domestic violence of losing their children due to both detention and deportation. In addition, pleas and admissions in abuse, neglect, delinquency, and domestic violence cases in family court carry with them potential collateral consequences for immigrants, such as permanent geographical separation from their homes and families, with which nonimmigrants need not contend.

But while the interplay of immigration laws and family court matters can create devastating outcomes for parents and children, it also can create significant opportunities. Three forms of immigration relief in particular are explicitly available to immigrant survivors of family crisis who find themselves in family courts, making that court an exceptional pathway to permanent legal status: (1) Special Immigration Juvenile (SIJ) status, which benefits youth who have been abused, neglected, abandoned, or similarly maltreated or deserted by one or both parents; (2) the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), which benefits youth and adults who are the victims of domestic violence; and (3) the U visa, which benefits youth and adults who are victims of criminal activity and cooperate with
the investigation and prosecution of that activity by law enforcement or child protection services.9 These forms of relief are among the few explicit methods through which survivors of family crisis can seek legal permanent residence,10 and by the most conservative estimates they affect tens of thousands of immigrants each year.11

The immigration law aspects of these forms of relief can be complex and, in certain areas, are still unsettled. Yet each of these pathways clearly relies on basic findings which can be procured only in family courts or to which family courts provide relatively simple access.12 The substance of these findings and their ultimate affect on family stability are manifestly consistent with the core family court goal of supporting safety, well-being, and permanency for children and families.13 Informed and effective advocacy by practitioners can therefore offer immigrant clients a critical opportunity to obtain these necessary prerequisite findings and adjust their immigration status, as well as to advance important objectives of family court proceedings. Unfortunately, the extent to which family court lawyers inform their clients on the availability of those findings, and subsequently advocate to procure them, is erratic and inconsistent both within and across different jurisdictions.14

This essay describes why those lawyers who fail to advise and advocate regarding prerequisite findings are not only missing an opportunity to assist their clients in vital ways, but are also violating ethical rules. The essay first briefly describes the general extent to which lawyers are ethically mandated to pursue legal benefits for clients that are collateral to the primary scope of representation, but still related to ultimate representational goals and crucial rights of clients.15 After then describing the ways that access to SIJ status, VAWA, and U visas depends on findings issued in family court, the essay demonstrates why pursuing those findings when available is within the ethically mandated scope of representation in family court proceedings.

II. THE ETHICAL DUTY TO REPRESENT CLIENTS ON COLLATERAL ISSUES

Lawyers have a clearly articulated duty to advise clients and zealously advocate on their behalf that extends to certain collateral legal issues that are beyond the primary scope of representation. The extent of this duty is proscribed by the two pillars of a client-centered legal system: the duty to provide sufficiently thorough counseling to enable clients to make informed decisions about the goals of the representation16 and the duty to pursue those goals zealously.17

Lawyers have a fundamental duty to counsel their clients to the extent reasonably necessary for the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.18 A thoroughly counseled client has an understanding of her rights and obligations and therefore is generally able to participate intelligently in the matter.19 The objective of the representation is the most significant decision a client makes.20 It is the prerogative of the client to set the goals of the representation and the duty of the lawyer to provide information and counseling regarding that decision21 and to zealously seek to achieve the client’s goals.22 The objectives, as determined by the client, serve as the primary guidepost for a lawyer’s actions throughout the client–lawyer relationship.23

The client’s prerogative is not unlimited, but it is notably broad. Courts and ethics review boards have made clear that matters requiring the lawyer to advise the client include those where the counseling involves issues of substantive law that are distinct from the original focus of the representation24 and where counseling involves real-world consequences of various possible objectives of representation.25 Most significantly, the lawyer also must pursue any legitimate client objective that directly affects the ultimate resolution of the case or the substantive rights of the client.26 Even where a possible objective involves a different area of law from the underlying case, clients are entitled to counseling and advocacy if that possible objective impacts either how the underlying case is resolved or affects a substantive right of the client.

The inquiry in the context of the duty of lawyers representing immigrant survivors in family court is therefore the following: whether procuring findings that are vital to obtaining immigration relief, in the course of representing a client in a family court matter, constitutes an objective that directly affects either a substantive right of the client or the ultimate resolution of the case. If so, then lawyers for
immigrant survivors have an ethical duty to advise their clients of this possible objective of the representation and then pursue that objective if the client wishes. Before addressing that question, this essay examines more closely SIJ status, VAWA, and U visas and how each relates to family court proceedings.

III. FORMS OF IMMIGRATION RELIEF WHERE FAMILY COURT FINDINGS PLAY A VITAL ROLE

As mentioned above, there are three forms of relief that are explicitly available to immigrant survivors of family crisis who find themselves in family courts: SIJ status, VAWA, and U visas. Each can provide these immigrants with an avenue to permanent legal status, and each depends on findings that are either issued only in family courts or are routinely accessible in family court matters.

A. SIJ STATUS

SIJ status derives from a section in the Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA) that provides a pathway to permanent legal status for abused and neglected children under 21. This remarkably compassionate federal provision, enacted in 1990, allows an immigrant youth to petition for status as a permanent legal resident so long as he or she meets certain criteria. Many immigration and family lawyers around the country have understandably embraced SIJ status as the best hope to normalize the lives of youth confronting the challenges of both abusive, neglectful parents and harsh governmental treatment of illegal immigrants.

Family courts play a major role in enabling children to obtain SIJ status. While the SIJ petition itself must be brought with the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), these petitions cannot be brought until a state family court has made an order containing what the federal statute refers to as “special findings.” These findings concern matters and standards within the traditional purview of family courts: dependency; familial reunification; abuse, neglect, and abandonment; and best interests. More specifically, SIJ status requires three explicit findings from the family court: that the immigrant youth is dependent on the family court; that reunification of the immigrant youth with one or both parents is not a viable option due to abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis; and that it is not in the best interest of the immigrant youth to be returned to her country of origin. Family courts play no role in the final determination of the child’s immigration status; that decision remains solely within the power of the USCIS. The special findings, however, which may only be made by a family court, are an indispensable facet of the application for SIJ status—without them, the USCIS cannot grant permanent legal status to the child.

B. VAWA PETITIONS

When Congress enacted VAWA in 1994, it became the first piece of federal legislation with the explicit goal of addressing domestic violence. VAWA both strengthened the protections available to battered women and increased the level of cooperation between services for battered women and the criminal and civil justice systems. One of the primary problems that VAWA was intended to address was the use of immigration laws by abusers to exert control over their spouses. The immigration status of many noncitizens depends on their relationship to their spouses. Prior to the enactment of VAWA, victims of domestic abuse were regularly deterred from taking action because of fear of being deported and because abusers could use immigration laws to threaten and control spouses and children. Congress sought to remedy this problem by creating a pathway to lawful permanent residence for survivors of domestic abuse, including abused spouses, abused children, and abused parents, that does not require cooperation from the abuser. Under VAWA, eligible abuse survivors can file their own petitions for lawful permanent residence without any participation of the abuser and indeed without having to disclose the petition to the abuser at all. Once these petitions are submitted
with the required supplemental forms and documents, an immigration official interviews the petitioners to determine admissibility as a lawful permanent resident.

A VAWA self-petitioner must satisfy seven requirements to establish eligibility: (1) relationship to the abuser; (2) that the abuser is a U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident; (3) that the petitioner resides in the United States (though there are exceptions to this); (4) that the petitioner does, or at one time did, reside with the abuser; (5) credible evidence of battery or extreme cruelty; (6) good moral character; and (7) that the petitioner married the abuser in good faith, and not for the purpose of evading immigration laws. It is in the fifth of these requirements—credible evidence of battery or extreme cruelty—where family court involvement can provide essential findings. “Credible evidence of battery or extreme cruelty” can include the type of restraining orders and civil protection orders that are frequently sought and issued in family offense and child dependence proceedings in family court. In fact, such orders are generally considered among the most convincing types of evidentiary proof that can be offered, and noncitizens who obtain protection orders have established one of the most important elements of the VAWA self-petition. Such orders can serve as critical support for the noncitizen’s claim of battery or extreme cruelty and can confirm the credibility of the self-petitioner.

C. U VISAS

The U visa is a form of immigration relief through which undocumented victims of certain crimes can become eligible for permanent legal status by cooperating with the investigation or prosecution of those crimes. Congress created the U visa in 2000 to encourage unauthorized crime victims to cooperate with law enforcement without fear of deportation and to provide one of the few forms of humanitarian immigration relief available to victims of crimes committed in the United States.

To establish eligibility for a U visa, a person must show that she suffered substantial physical or mental abuse due to being a victim of one of certain enumerated criminal activities committed in the United States; that she possesses information concerning the criminal activity; and that she has obtained a certification from a law enforcement official, prosecutor, judge, immigration official, or other federal or state authority that she is being, has been or is likely to be helpful to a federal, state, or local investigation or prosecution of one of the enumerated criminal activities. Eligible criminal activity includes rape, incest, domestic violence, sexual assault, abusive sexual contact, and felonious assault, all of which frequently lead to concurrent proceedings in criminal court and family court. In fact, because the standard of proof is generally lower in family courts than in criminal courts, cases related to such incidents are at times only brought in family court, so obtaining appropriate family court findings can be critical to proving eligibility for a U visa.

The regulations define “victim” broadly to include those who are directly harmed by the criminal activity, as well as those who are bystanders but are harmed during the commission of the act. In addition, where the primary victim is deceased, incompetent, or incapacitated, the spouse, children, parents, and siblings of a victim may qualify for a U visa. Such family members can also receive U visas if they can show that receipt of the visa is necessary to avoid undue hardship or if a government official certifies that the investigation or prosecution would suffer without the assistance of the family member. While U visa applicants must prove that they possess information about the criminal activity, those under age sixteen when the activity occurred or who lack sufficient capacity do not have to prove they possess the information if a parent, guardian, or “next friend” possesses the information.

All U visa applicants must provide a certification that the applicant has been, is being, or is likely to be helpful and that the applicant is a victim of one of the qualifying criminal activities. The agencies and individuals eligible to sign the certification include: federal, state, and local judges; federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies; federal, state, and local prosecutors; and child protective services agencies. Because one of the congressional goals in enacting the U visa provision is to encourage victims to come forward and report their crimes, U visas are available even if the victim does not actually serve as a witness and even if the investigation does not lead to criminal prosecution. Especially for victims who have not had contact with law enforcement or a prosecutor, family court may be the only venue where a victim can receive the necessary certification, either...
through a judge or an agency such as child protection services. The certifying judge or agency simply attests to the fact that a qualifying act was committed against the victim and that the victim was or likely would be cooperative. The USCIS makes the ultimate determination on whether the victim qualifies, but without the family court or child protection agency certification the application is incomplete and cannot even be considered.

There are notable differences among the prerequisite findings sought in SIJ, VAWA, and U visas, as well as in the procedures used to procure them (see Table 1). The prerequisite findings for SIJ applications, for example, must be issued by a family court judge and are typically sought through written motions and/or hearings.57 In contrast, a U visa certification can be issued by a wide variety of individuals, though family court judges and child protection agencies may often be in the best position to do so and are often sought outside the courtroom.58 And whereas U visas and SIJ status cannot be granted without the prerequisite findings, an immigrant’s petition for VAWA relief can be granted without a court-issued order of protection, though it is a much more difficult route. As the next section of this essay explains, however, these differences do not affect family court lawyers’ duties to advise clients that these findings are available and to procure them if the client wishes.

IV. THE COLLATERAL MANDATE AND SIJ, VAWA, AND U VISA FINDINGS

In determining how the duty to advise and advocate regarding collateral benefits applies to procuring those findings described above, the crucial question is whether obtaining the findings constitutes an objective that directly affects either a substantive right of the client or the ultimate resolution of the case.59 It plainly affects both, and lawyers for immigrant survivors consequently have an ethical duty to advise their clients of this possible objective of the representation and then to pursue that objective if the client wishes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Immigration Relief</th>
<th>Findings which can be procured in family court to assist with obtaining immigration relief.</th>
<th>Conditions which must be met to obtain findings.</th>
<th>Non-Exhaustive list of proceedings where findings may be sought</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Immigrant Juvenile (SIJ) Status</td>
<td>The predicate Special Findings Order needed for a youth to obtain SIJ status.</td>
<td>Lawyer must make showing to judge that immigrant youth meets the five SIJ requirements.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Termination of Parental Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guardianship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Family Offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juvenile Delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Person in Need of Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Destitute Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)</td>
<td>Final Order of Protection. Temporary Order of Protection. (Note that these orders are not required to obtain VAWA relief, but are a highly persuasive form of proof of battery or extreme cruelty).</td>
<td>Order of Protection must be granted to immigrant youth or adult by judge after hearing or upon consent of respondent.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Family Offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Person in Need of Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Destitute Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Visa</td>
<td>Certification of cooperation.</td>
<td>Immigrant youth or adult must assist judge, prosecutor, police or child protection agency in investigating or prosecuting qualifying crime.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Family Offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juvenile Delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Person in Need of Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Destitute Child</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In *Padilla v. Kentucky*, the Supreme Court recognized that preserving the possibility of immigration relief could be of paramount importance to a client—possibly of even greater magnitude than avoiding incarceration—even in a nonimmigration legal matter. The Court relied on an established “right to remain in the United States” as a primary basis for the ruling that criminal defense attorneys are constitutionally required to advise clients of possible deportation consequences to criminal convictions. Procuring findings in family court to preserve access to immigration relief, and consequently protect the right to remain in the United States, may similarly be of even greater importance to a client than the outcome of a family court matter itself. The consequences of being unauthorized are far reaching for individuals and families. Unauthorized immigrants are not able to procure legal employment; are extremely unlikely to have health insurance; and are at constant risk of deportation and, consequently, exploitation. Unauthorized immigrants also tend to have attained lower levels of education, work at less stable employment, have lower incomes, and have a higher rate of poverty than those with legal status. And, as noted above, lack of legal status makes parents and children more susceptible to detentions and deportations that will separate them legally and geographically. For many clients, these essential matters may carry far greater weight than the specific resolution of the case in family court.

The link between immigration status and the ultimate resolution of a family court matter itself is equally clear (see Table 2). The resolution of family court cases typically depends on the court’s assessment of what will best serve a child’s safety and well-being and promote permanency in the family. Immigration status directly impacts the resolution of these considerations in several ways. On a most concrete level, lack of lawful immigration status can result in the dramatic disruption of families, which obviously affects those goals. There are over five million children in the United States who have unauthorized parents and whose families are consequently at constant risk of deportation and separation. In the first half of 2011 alone, the federal government deported more than 46,000 parents of U.S. citizen children, placing families at serious risk of long-term and even permanent separation. In addition, children of deported mothers often are forced to remain with perpetrators of domestic violence, long periods of detention by Immigration and Customs Enforcement exclude parents from participating in family decision making, and prolonged separation due to detention and deportation traumatizes both children and parents. In family offense matters, where the ultimate legal objective is ending family violence and disruption, immigration status is a particularly critical factor to the ultimate resolution of a case. Abusers frequently use their power over a spouse or child’s immigration status to control and isolate her. A battered spouse or child is often deterred from taking action to protect herself because of the fear of deportation. Documented immigration status for a survivor creates less dependence on the abuser and therefore a greater opportunity for the victim of the abuse to leave the relationship. The increased independence that comes from documented status strengthens the potential for ending common cycles of family violence and disruption, and obtaining prerequisite

### Table 2
Relation of Immigration Status to Family Court Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Court Goal</th>
<th>How immigration status relates to goal of proceeding</th>
<th>Type(s) of Proceeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child’s permanency, safety and well-being.</td>
<td>Documented immigration status confers access to services and benefits that promote permanency, safety and well-being. Permanent legal status permits child to reside indefinitely in the United States, avoiding the disruption and traumatic effects of deportation.</td>
<td>Dependency&lt;br&gt;Termination of Parental Rights&lt;br&gt;Guardianship&lt;br&gt;Custody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending violence and family disruption.</td>
<td>Documented immigration status for survivor reduces dependency on abuser, creating greater opportunity for survivor to leave violent relationship. Documented immigration status for survivor and children reduces chance that immigration status will result in family disruption through deportation or detention of survivor and children.</td>
<td>Family Offense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

In *Padilla v. Kentucky*, the Supreme Court recognized that preserving the possibility of immigration relief could be of paramount importance to a client—possibly of even greater magnitude than avoiding incarceration—even in a nonimmigration legal matter. The Court relied on an established “right to remain in the United States” as a primary basis for the ruling that criminal defense attorneys are constitutionally required to advise clients of possible deportation consequences to criminal convictions. Procuring findings in family court to preserve access to immigration relief, and consequently protect the right to remain in the United States, may similarly be of even greater importance to a client than the outcome of a family court matter itself. The consequences of being unauthorized are far reaching for individuals and families. Unauthorized immigrants are not able to procure legal employment; are extremely unlikely to have health insurance; and are at constant risk of deportation and, consequently, exploitation. Unauthorized immigrants also tend to have attained lower levels of education, work at less stable employment, have lower incomes, and have a higher rate of poverty than those with legal status. And, as noted above, lack of legal status makes parents and children more susceptible to detentions and deportations that will separate them legally and geographically. For many clients, these essential matters may carry far greater weight than the specific resolution of the case in family court.

The link between immigration status and the ultimate resolution of a family court matter itself is equally clear (see Table 2). The resolution of family court cases typically depends on the court’s assessment of what will best serve a child’s safety and well-being and promote permanency in the family. Immigration status directly impacts the resolution of these considerations in several ways. On a most concrete level, lack of lawful immigration status can result in the dramatic disruption of families, which obviously affects those goals. There are over five million children in the United States who have an unauthorized parent and whose families are consequently at constant risk of deportation and separation. In the first half of 2011 alone, the federal government deported more than 46,000 parents of U.S. citizen children, placing families at serious risk of long-term and even permanent separation. In addition, children of deported mothers often are forced to remain with perpetrators of domestic violence, long periods of detention by Immigration and Customs Enforcement exclude parents from participating in family decision making, and prolonged separation due to detention and deportation traumatizes both children and parents. In family offense matters, where the ultimate legal objective is ending family violence and disruption, immigration status is a particularly critical factor to the ultimate resolution of a case. Abusers frequently use their power over a spouse or child’s immigration status to control and isolate her. A battered spouse or child is often deterred from taking action to protect herself because of the fear of deportation. Documented immigration status for a survivor creates less dependence on the abuser and therefore a greater opportunity for the victim of the abuse to leave the relationship. The increased independence that comes from documented status strengthens the potential for ending common cycles of family violence and disruption, and obtaining prerequisite
immigration findings in family court can clearly be critical to the process. More generally, lack of status means that youth and families do not have access to numerous services and benefits that might promote family court goals. Their inability to procure legal employment and health insurance, their susceptibility to deportation, and their higher rates of poverty all interfere with family stability and well-being.73

Because both the right to remain in the United States and the ultimate goals of family court representation are affected by immigration status, family court practitioners are ethically required to advise their clients when procuring prerequisite findings is available as an option and to engage in vigorous advocacy to actually seek to procure the findings if the client wishes.

V. RAMIFICATIONS OF THE “COLLATERAL BENEFITS” MANDATE FOR FAMILY COURT LAWYERS

A requirement that lawyers counsel their family court clients and advocate on their behalf with regard to procuring findings that support SIJ, VAWA, and U visa applications does carry ramifications for lawyers. Most significantly, it means that lawyers must be competent to counsel and advocate regarding those findings, attain that competence through training and study, or consult with or refer the matter to another lawyer.75 Fortunately, while these additional representational duties open the door to life-changing benefits for clients, they are nevertheless relatively uncomplicated for lawyers with respect to both client counseling and advocacy responsibilities. In fact, they require knowledge of legal standards and skills with which family court practitioners are already familiar.

In order to represent clients ethically, lawyers must understand how prerequisite findings can assist in obtaining immigration relief, and lawyers must possess sufficient knowledge and skill to procure them.76 Generally, lawyers are required to explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit a client to make informed decisions.77 They must provide information and advice concerning material advantages and disadvantages of a proposed course of conduct and discuss the client’s options and alternatives.78 Family court lawyers, therefore, are required to inform their clients of any findings that can be procured that may assist in obtaining immigration-related relief, along with the advantages and disadvantages of obtaining them. There are, unsurprisingly, very few potential disadvantages to pursuing the findings in family court. The typical worst outcome is simply a denial of the lawyer’s application for the findings.79 While a denial has grave consequences for the client, it leaves the client in no worse a position than before the application was made. The one notable exception is that the issuance of an order of protection can lead to the deportation of the abuser, which may not always be the resolution that best serves the family’s interests and needs. This is, however, a straightforward consideration for an attorney to raise, though of course it may well complicate the client’s own determination of whether to pursue the order, especially if she has already filed a VAWA application in which she stated that an order is being sought.

Because of the complexities and extreme consequences inherent in immigration law practice, most family court practitioners will not have the expertise to advise clients on whether or not to seek the immigration relief itself,80 but the competency duty does not require that level of expertise; in fact, it suggests that a lawyer should refer clients to an expert if the area of practice is sufficiently highly specialized.81 While family court practitioners usually will not have the expertise to pursue immigration relief on behalf of their clients, procuring the family court findings necessary for the immigration relief does fall squarely within the level of competency required of them.82 Not only is the potential family court role in these laws clear, but obtaining the relevant documentation involves issues that are consistent with legal standards and considerations that already are made in many typical family court proceedings.83 In SIJ cases, for example, family reunification and a child’s best interests are findings that establish eligibility for relief; both of these determinations are made regularly in dependency, adoption, guardianship, and other proceedings, and lawyers in family court already must be extensively familiar with the procedural and substantive bases for making arguments related to those issues. For VAWA cases, procuring an order of protection is the objective of the representation anyway; the
lawyer must simply also advise the client, as she decides whether to pursue the matter, of the potential immigration relief that exists if an order is obtained as well as the potential deportation consequences to the abuser. For U visa cases, where a form certification must be signed, the lawyer simply must explain its potential benefit to the judge, police officer, or child protection official whose signature is being sought. The basic argument that the certification will serve the well-being and permanency of the youth or family by removing the specter of deportation again coincides with the type of advocacy already typical for family court lawyers.

The ability to counsel clients and procure documentation related to immigration benefits for survivors is also consistent with other professional guidelines. The American Bar Association’s Model Act governing the representation of children in dependency cases specifically states that ancillary issues which lawyers should consider pursuing include immigration matters. Some states even require attorneys representing children to obtain the necessary family court order for SIJ-eligible clients and to refer them to appropriate immigration resources to pursue SIJ relief. Florida actually requires the child protection agency to obtain the special findings when appropriate and either to pursue the SIJ relief with immigration authorities or to refer to an appropriate legal service provider.

Ultimately, while obtaining the pre-requisite findings for each of these forms of relief may require overcoming barriers such as the court system’s wariness or unfamiliarity with prerequisite findings, those are barriers with which lawyers must regularly contend, and which they regularly seek to overcome through informed and vigorous advocacy.

VII. CONCLUSION

As the number of authorized and unauthorized immigrants in the United States continues to rise, immigration issues increasingly permeate family court proceedings. Unlike criminal proceedings, where that permeation leads only to devastating collateral immigration consequences, in family court it also creates opportunities for client counseling and advocacy that can lead to positive immigration outcomes. As described in this essay, certain vital avenues of immigration relief available to survivors of family crisis explicitly depend on findings, orders and certifications that are issued in the context of family court proceedings. For immigrant survivors of family crisis, the interplay between immigration law and family court proceedings therefore actually carries with it the opportunity to gain access to life-changing and even life-saving, benefits. An understanding of these opportunities is essential for family court practitioners because family courts provide the primary legal forum for the protection of survivors of familial crisis; because of the family court’s overarching purposes to promote safety, well-being, and permanency for families and children; and because seizing these opportunities can lead to such dramatic benefits for children and families. But even more than that, it is required because lawyers in family courts are ethically obligated to provide counseling and advocacy related to those opportunities. Unfortunately, while informing clients about these findings, and pursuing them when appropriate clearly falls under the scope of a lawyer’s ethical duties to counsel and advocate on behalf of her clients, the extent to which family court lawyers actually advise clients on the availability of those findings, and advocate in court to procure them, is remarkably inconsistent. Recognition that it is the ethical duty of the family court practitioner to engage in vigorous and effective counseling and advocacy for immigrant clients when opportunities to pursue immigration-related findings arise in the course of family court representation can lead more lawyers to seize those opportunities.

NOTES


3. Id. at 4. If that same rate holds true for new cases, in the next five years there will be at least 15,000 more such children entering foster care. Id.

4. Id. These issues are national in scope; more than one in four cases involving foster children with detained or deported parents were from nonborder states. Id. Many immigrant survivors of domestic violence are forced to choose between remaining with an abuser, or reporting the abuse and risking detention and the loss of their children. See, e.g., Leslye E. Orloff et al., With No Place to Turn: Improving Legal Advocacy for Battered Women, 29 Fam. L.Q. 313 (1995) (describing some of the unique difficulties faced by unauthorized immigrant women who are survivors of domestic violence).


6. Because different jurisdictions use different terminology for abuse, neglect, dependency, abandonment, maltreatment, and terminations of parental rights, as well as for voluntary surrenders of guardianship or custodial rights, this essay will use the term “family crisis” to cover matters involving voluntary or involuntary involvement by the family court to help families and children achieve safety and permanency.


10. Other basic family-based forms of immigration relief may also be available if a survivor otherwise qualifies, but they are not explicitly designed to assist survivors of family crisis.


12. See infra Part III for a description of these family court findings.
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